Abstract. For many years traditional injection moulding has been the norm for obtaining polymer based products, and yet this cycle still shows potential for improvement. This paper will encompass the potential in the thermal part of the cycle, by introducing a novel approach to conventional tubular cooling designs, empowered by additive technologies this reiterates what's being known as conformal cooling.
Introduction
The injection moulding process is the preferred method to produce plastic parts, it allows the automated production of complex geometries at high production rates [1] .
Developments have been made to improve part quality, like the positioning of the injection point, parting line pressures and temperature and to shorten the process time with the mechanisms used for the positioning, clamping and extraction of the part, by using electrical actuation systems instead of hydraulic [2] .
However, these developments do not account for the impact of the moulding surface temperature in the part finish, neither the cooling time required for the polymer crystallization and to reduce warpage after extraction, which can amount to 80% of the total process time [3, 4] .
The occurrences described come from the lack of thermal management in the mould space, usually an ambient temperature moulding surface is met with a "searing" flow of polymer that crystallizes as soon as heat is transferred between surfaces. This early crystallization dictates the growth orientation of the spherulites which isn't always favorable [5, 6] , because engineers often project a part envisioning an orthotropic behavior from the material or design with a higher safety coefficient, this makes for either unpredictable or heavier parts.
As for the warpage upon the extraction, it's due to unevenness of the moulding surfaces' thermal profile upon release [6] . This thermal profile is affected by the initial conditions like the polymer's injection that heats the mould in a dissimilar manner and the cooling when is far from ideal also contributes to this unevenness.
To understand what has been done before to tackle the challenges in this field there will be a brief state of the art analysis that is going to establish what the goal of each strategy was, what enabled it and what still hinders it. Following this path could help realize what advancements can be made using additive technologies and which scientific principles can be applied in the generation of structures.
Subsequently several geometries for cooling channels, some conventional and others with higher aspect ratio, are going to be analyzed with computer aided engineering [CAE] tools to determine which ones could best implemented and optimized in a larger scale.
Industry proven techniques
The common practice for when cooling is desired, is to make straight drilled channels which then may form complex structures if end caps and plugs are used. This solution is adequate to shorten the cycle's duration, but due to the complexity that the wanted part might have, it might produce hot spots that cause warpage when the releasing the mould [4] , since the channels created recurring subtractive manufacturing.
Another solution is the insertion of bubblers or baffles, as illustrated in Figure 1 for when space is limited, these provide a way for the coolant to circulate within the mould insert. But for when this is not possible conductive pins or isobars [7] are used to convey the heat to an external cooling application. In recent years it has been common place to solve these issues with the use of conformal cooling, the concept is no longer novelty, but the advantages are clear, cooling channels that are designed to closely follow the shape of the moulding surface, like the ones found in Fig. 2 , can prevent hot spots and reduce the cycle's overall time [4] . Due to the complexity of these passages additive manufacturing methods are best suited, however those technologies aren't being exploited to their fullest potential. 
Direct Digital Manufacturing and Polymers
Different constructal techniques are being developed to take advantage of additive manufacturing processes' potential. Instead of using round channels that envelop the surface topological optimizations are being considered [8] , nevertheless this approach requires sophisticated computational tools and mathematical models that are not "calibrated" for volumes with the target of both minimizing the time for the temperature to reach a certain threshold and to have lowest thermal gradient on a surface.
A different take
Given the current limitations of the topological methods and the simplicity of most empiric designs comes a different approach, taking conventional channels or cavities and populate them with fins. Following the principles of high aspect ratio cooling, these fins can take the form of slots within the passage or radial fins, many other configurations can be had.
This solution could solve both the problems mentioned above by permitting the utilization of the channels for cooling and heating. If the mould is heated as soon as the parts are ejected, it could create an even surface temperature for the beginning of the injection, nullifying the issue of premature crystallization as the surface temperature matches the polymers' [5] . On the second front such solution could offer low inertia to temperature changes and be more effective mean to remove the unwanted heat, thus reducing the cycle's time.
This papers will confront traditional geometries like circular and square profiles [Fig. 3 & 4] , against high aspect ratio designs by introducing inside cooling channels. Two form factors will be considered 4.6 mm and 15.8 mm, these are not nominal integer values in order to facilitate the implementation of the finned structures that will be discussed later.
On this analysis the following geometries will be examined, of which squared ducts in Figure 
Test Methodology
For the fins a design constraint of 0.2 mm minimum thickness [T] and space between fins was considered, which is close to the current capabilities of actual selective laser melting equipment [9] .
The channels themselves have 4.6 mm in the first approach, later observations are made with channels of 15.8 mm in diameter [D] and ones of equal area respective to the original circular passage. Note that a generic 50 mm length [L] and proportional distance from the hot surface to the nearest point in the cooling gallery is kept constant throughout the simulations.
For the 4.6 form factor the side (S) is 9.8 mm and for 15.8 form factor is 33 mm [ Fig. 6 ]. 
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On future studies larger scale models [ Fig. 8 ] could be analyzed with the insertion of said fins, and be compared against conventional conformal designs. This way more practical results can be obtained Figure 8 -Examples of application of conformal cooling channels and cross section.
Flow Simulation Model
The Flow Simulation tool applied is adequate to test ideas and conceptual design, it is another take on the Navier-Stokes equations that all the other CFD tools. On this case Flow Simulation allows for a Multiphysics solver in which flow analysis calculations are conducted in the fluid region and heat transfer and direct current calculations on solid regions respectively [11] .
The mesh generation for the CAD geometry in this case preferentially follows a Cartesian-based mesh in which hexahedral cuboid elements are generated where the geometric boundaries do not intersect [ Fig. 9 ] and if they were to bypass such boundaries, the elements are redesigned to accommodate the geometric contours [11] [ Fig. 10 ]. Figure 9 -Cartesian based mesh [11] .
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Figure 10-Accommodation of geometric contours [11] .
Results Convergence
Before the main analysis of this paper could begin another had to be made, regarding the convergence of results affected by the meshing parameters. For this the channel with the directional fins with the form factor of 4,8 mm was used because it's features the most complex shape and a smaller overall cross-section compared to the 15,8 mm counterpart, for this element's minimum edge size has to be inferior to 0,2 mm. For this preliminary approach about conformal cooling, present in Table 1 , a 0,5% criteria for convergence was applied, and it was found, after factoring the solver's time, that around one hundred thousand elements the criteria are met without the oscillation found between 13720 and 39200 elements.
Note that the remainder of results will only present one decimal place since that's what the 0.5% criteria allows to accurately represent, and that this value for the criteria was chosen empirically given the order of magnitude of the output values.
Results for the 4,6mm Form Factor
For this comparison an outer diameter was kept unchanged between compared geometries, and for the same mass flow this equates to different velocity profiles, this would still be verified if the same area is established since the hydraulic diameter varies with the duct's shape, this though could not be determined through For many in the mould industry or in thermal machines design the size of the application is critical, or on this case a heat carrying structure, so an overall size constraint was prioritized. These tests find that the inclusion of fins within a circular pipe, yields better results for the established conditions, this is observable by the fluid's exiting temperature. Though this may not always be the case, since the flow characteristics like turbulence, affects the heat transfer coefficient, for this the heat rate is observed.
Direct Digital Manufacturing and Polymers
From the tested geometries the radial slots were the least effective relative to the original design, achieving a 140% improvement in the heat transfer rate, and it's in a 5% range from the best results.
Both the slotted design and the directional fins are in close margin temperature and heat rate wise despite the directional design having a greater aspect ratio [5. 3 times], which is given by the proportion of the shape's overall perimeter and its area, so as there is a point of diminishing returns with the increase of Reynolds number [12] , here the same is verified for the aspect ratio for the previously stated flow conditions. As this could be considered an alternative to the current topological methods, it should be stated that the simulation time is greatly affected by the increase of complexity by the means of the number of elements of a certain size that are required to recreate any given geometry in the computational domain. And the slotted design not being the most complex is the one that required up to five times more processing time in these simulations.
It's also interesting to see how heat is being transferred form the hot surface to the cooling fluid, the fins also show a much higher dissipation rate at their base, but overall is more evenly distributed, which could reduce the occurrence of hot spots in the moulding surface [ Fig. 11 ]. Despite the goals that were set around the circular profiles for these simulations, it is interesting to observe that the same constructive principles apply to other geometries like square passages showing improvements of the same order of magnitude [119% higher heat transfer].
Results for the 15,8mm Form Factor
A second approach was taken to help understand what kind of scaling can be had with the same constructive constraints of 0.2 millimeters and a mass flow proportionally bigger to the area increase of the simple circular solution. On this take the directional geometry was used since the computational effort was lower and to test a different iteration of the same design in larger scale. For this increase in diameter and the dimensional constraint, the aspect ratio is much lower, and thus affects the heat rate capacity. Making this geometry almost two times as better as the circular channel instead of 125% as previously observed.
Another point of interest comes in the form of construction constraints in which it was considered that the minimal feature size could be anything from the prior established 0.2 mm and 0.6 mm, with 0.1 mm of scaling between each test as presented in Fig. 12 . On this case the radially slotted geometry was used because of its scalability. With this it's expected to establish some relation amongst parameters and results. With the increase of the feature size comes, naturally with this geometry, an aspect ratio decrement which is correlating to the heat rate of the sample but not necessarily the outlet temperature, so that for this case a drop in the thermal conductivity coefficient can be inferred from its defining equation The take away from the aforementioned results is that the feature size [the lower the better] that any given process permits dictates the heat rate potential for the specified flow conditions. Likewise the orientation of the populating fins affects this heat rate. And that in spite of a higher aspect ratio promoting a better heat transfer capacity, there's a clear point of diminishing returns that can be quickly offset by the system's pressure.
Mould Cooling Project Methodology
As the results have shown, the inclusion of thin fin-like structures inside a heat carrying channel proves to be beneficial, up to 2.4 times the cooling capacity [best case scenario Table 2 ]. For this it's worth to elaborate a concise project guide to aid the implementation of this type of solution. Although it should be noted that this is a preliminary approach in which some assumptions will take place, regarding the following developments of this study [ Fig. 13 ]. Note that the channels are considered for both heating and cooling.
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Figure 13-Flowchart of mould project methodology
Conclusions
The current conformal cooling strategies that additive manufacturing enables still show a wide margin for improvement as far as empiric design allows. This study shows that populating the internal geometry of a cooling channel with fins growing from the direction of the heat source, yields significant gains for a low requirement in computational power, furthermore this solution can be embedded within a CAD software as a tool that populates a control volume following predefined construction constraints and a geometrical pattern that is best suited for the flow conditions imposed by the user.
A point of interest for future studies would be the implementation of Wick-like structures like the ones found in heat pipes featuring a high surface area to volume ratio, which can displace heat through the phase change of a fluid enabled by the capillarity of the structure. Although care should be taken, because a structure like this is well beyond the point of diminishing returns regarding the aspect ratio, and could be in a region where the pressure drop along the channel could prohibit the implementation. 
Repeat Simulations If the channel configuration is changed

Adapt the Configuration (if needed)
